
Die Pistole 08

Page 85

The Reich"s Defense supplier for Infantry weapons, Simson & Co., in Suhl, has during
the 10-year contract; numbered all08 pistols, regmdless in what year they were

manufactured. The customer seemed to be satisfiEd, that the weapons individually were
given serial numbers, in orderto distinguish them from each other'

It was similar with the Mausermanufacturing. From 1934 o4the change of years had no
part in it- The pistols were nunrbered in blocks of 10,000, till the "2"-b1oek was f,lled.
Then the cycle started *gainwith the next, first 10,000 blocks without a serial number
(code letter, suffix). Vfith this method three times alltlw lefters of the alphabet were used

up by l942,ss were the ones of the fourttr alph*bet till the "n". The'J" never was used.

Therefore the starting block is four times without lettsrs. Pistols for the police, for the
general trads aod for the export came usually from blocks with the last letters of the

alphabet, like from'V'to "2". So, the Armed Forces did not care about the complete

sequences of rurmbers, they orly cared about the number of pieces, no matter how they

were numbered.
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The "RC'1 Stempel (seal)

Pase 87

The abbreviation "RC" means "'Revisions Commission". It belongs into the time of 1918

and it was already being considered old in WWI. This is in regards to the writing and the
meaning of it. In simple words, in every Royal gun factory existed an "inner circle'",
consisting ofthe Director of Administration and the Superior of all the Inspectors and the
Weapons Reviser. These gentlemen were the local "Revisions Commission'. The
Acceptance Gauge and the Master Gauge were marked with their seal. These gentlemen

also had the right, to lay out the quality norm for the regulations of acceptance

analogously not in compliance with the letters. It is explained in the regulations for the
acceptance of pistols (like before regarding the Gun 98):

Ifthere are doubts about the acceptance or rejection ofa piece, like overstepping the
allowed meesurement limit by judging too insignificantly, in order to create a &awback
for the duration of ttre piece or for the incorpomtion with other prts in composite
weapons, then this piece must be presented to the Weapons Head Reviser- If acceptarce
was permitted by the Director of Administration, the parf had to receive, besides the seal
of the Official, the seal"RC". That was, to protectthe Official from any later
responsibiliff.

Examptre: During rounding t]rc mouth of a pistol, the length was accidentally shortened
below the allowed measurement of 99.7rnm. The in charge Weapons Inspector should
reject the barrel. He should stamp it with "A" (Ausschuss) for r*jectand grve it to being
scrapped. That would be uneconomical (the production already had cost money) and
irrational {because the pistol 08 still can shoot and hit with a 99.6mm barrel). He presents

the barrel and other deficiency samples to his Head Reviser. The Reviser meets with the
Director of Administratiou. They permit the Inspectol to let the barrel pass. That means

to stamp it with the acceptance seal. But, that nobody later can say the Inspector had done
a sloppy job, or rn/as bribed by his Master in the barrel manufacturing department, the
"RC''seal must be stamped in. That then protected the Inspector for the future.

On pistols 08 one seldom will see the "RC"-seal, that meatrs tlre one from the Gun
Factory Spaudau. That finds its explanation in the coiltact with DWM: Pieces, which
were not accwate to the gauge, automaticallg were rcjected. The manufacturer had to
replace them with flawless new pieces. The manufacturer then sold his rejects to weapon
dealers cr to obligated self supplying cfficers and officials of the Army. ". . ". This elegant
way out was closed to the Governmental Factories.
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Simson & Co., Suhl in Thunneia

Pase96

Accordingtc Article 168 of tlre Yersailles Peace Trwty, War Weapns, Ammuniticns
and War Divices could anly be maaufactured in enterprises licensed by the Yictorious
Powers. The Germ.an Reich's Government proposed a list of companies for the Iater-
Allied Military Control Commission (Interalliierte Miliuir- Kontrollkommission
'.IMKK"), to ckcse from. From today's point of view, it is not understa*dable, why the
German side criticized the selection of companies, aside from the unbearable intervention
into the Govemment's Sovereignty. It is about the following liceused companies. For
example:

Friedrich Krupp A.G", for guns over 17cm caliber

Rheinmetall, Drisseldorf-Derendod for guns up to 17cm caliber

Wyersberg-Kirschbaum & Co., Solingen, for stab weapons

Polte, Patronenfabrik Magdeburg, for rnfantry ammunition and grenade shellcases

WASAG, Reinsdorf, for nitro powder

Telefunkerg Berlin, for Funkapparats

Carl Zeiss, Jena, for optical divices and searchlights.

The exclusive perrnission to manufacture guns, carbines, pistols, machiae pistols,

machine guns visor apparatus and laying mechanisms went to the Firrna Simsoa & Co. in
Suhl for their company in Suhl-Heinrichs.

The Reich's Government tried to drag out the execution of the diverted regulation from
Article 168 (the close downs of all other companies) very much. Because of anultimate
thread of reprisals by the Allies on May 5,192'1., they found themselves forced to accept
the selection ofthe IMKK in July of 1921. The list of the selected companies was

published in the Reich's * and Prussian Gazete in July of 1921.

Historians in the DDR (Deutsche Demokratische Republik) at that time sensed a Jewish *
Capitalistic Mlitary erotic conspiracy. In the middle ofthe I960s they spread the
following theory through their writings: The IMKK Chairman, the French General
Charles Nollet (from 1924 French $ecretary of War), was married to one of the Simson's
daughters.Whiri, oor, remained in the dark- The tnruttr was, that Nollet on February 14\
1901, married Madeleine Viguon in Nizza- He never got a divorrce *om her The NAZIS,
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taking into consideration how strongly they hated the Simsons, never er.en mentioned the
so-called "Liaison". It is perhaps just a product of fantasy. In 1987, David R. Ginsburg,
an American lawyer, who was very knowledgeable regarding weapons. asked the
Simson's nephew, Dr. Ewald Mayer (born 1908 in Plauen i.Y., emigrated rn 1936) about
that mafier. Accordingly to him, other companies did not show an interest to w'ork for the
German Defense Department. The Defense Departrnent only could buy for very small
amoufits, but demanded the highest quality and the absolute readiness for production
increase in case of a crisis. The Simsons decided, without any enthusiasm, but
considering the gain of prestige and the f,nancial subvention offer, for the partnership.

The Sirnsous had, because of WWI, gteat experisnces in the gun manufacturing.
Origlnally they were well knowr for their fine Hunting Gun manufacturing. In 1915 the
company received the order to manufacture Guns 98. The installation took almost one
year, because of the shcrtage of tool machines. From June 1916 on,250 Guns 98 were
delivered on daily bases. These are the daily productions (Guns 98) of other companies:

Gevvehrfabrik Spandau
Gewehrfabrik Danzig
Gewehrfabrik Amberg
Gewehrfabrik Erfilrt
Munitionsfabrik Dresden
Deutsche Waffen- und Munitionsfabriken Berlin
Waffenfabrik }vfuuser
Suhler Konsortium
Waffeawerke Oberspree (a DWIvI subsidary)

(BA* MA, Msg ?1775)

1440
1300
675
275

75
1350
t125
638
150

The contract of Terms of Delivery, Volume, Warranties -and very importanG the
Establishment Heinrichs to the satisfaction of the Reich's Defense,
was signed contract was retroacti v e tq &prilJJg?A(financial
ye,ar 1924/25). was the following 10 years until HlarcLlljS4 unless it was
agreed on flew regulations one year before. On October ?0*.,7928 it came to a change of
"other arrangements". It was agreed on the Extension ofthe Contract for five more years,

until March3r,1939.

Back to the year 1925. Simson & Co. took over a big part of the divices, tools, production
gauges and drawings for the Pistol08 from the inventory of the former
Kugelgewehrfabrik Erfurt free of cost. This rnust have been done before the formal
signing of the contract. For the installation ofthe pistol fabrication, RM 821,000 from
the Govenrment had to k used. That seemed to the Weapns Office in tlre Reich's
Defense Deparfrnent very much money for pistols, which ars not so magnificent as

weapons for the war.

In1927 it rvas considered, to abolish the Fistol 08 and replace it with a less expensive
pistol, caliber 7.65 Browning with a m{Ns locking.
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Page 98

Basically one would have liked to waiver the selfloadiag pistol and replase it with the

Machine Pistol tr8,tr dor "I"?) ar a similar uaodel. But that'*ras not possible, because of
the rules and regulations of the Versailles Peace Conffact. Only Police Officers were

allowed, to carry machine pistols.

During the dispute over the '?istol - Questions" in 1927 finally the Argumentation of the

Department for Testing (Priifiresen) in the Weapons Office succeeded. If it is going to be

a selfloading pistol, then it has to be a big caliber with a strong stopping poliler. At teast

9mm parabellum or more. The same was demanded by the Royal Prussian Gun - Exams

Commission (Konigliche Preussische Gewehr * PrEfungskomurission) at the begrnning

of the century. The experience of W.!VI confirmed those demands. But the thick caliber

inevitably resulted in a constructiou with a botted sfopper, like the Pistol 08 had. There

was nothirg better or more new in 1927. So,they remained with that model for a while.

This model has proven very good during the war.

The Reich's Defense Contract with Simson & Co.

The here repmted, sffongly shortened, formulation was based on a copy of the contract.

Drjur. (Attorney) Mayer, who was Manageruent Assistant ofthe company from 1931 -

lg}3,took this copy along when he errigrated in 1936 over Tschechoslovakia to the

U.S.A. Paragraphs, which were not relevant for the weapons manufacturing, have been

*ipped.

Contract

between the Reich's Defense Deparfnen! short name "RWI\lf'and the Open Business

Corporation Simson & Co. iu Suhl, short name o'Fifm", the following contract was

closed.

Paragraph 1

The Firm is licensed by the Allied States under Nrmrber 163 io the Reich's Gazette of
July 15e, 1921,for the manufacturing of the following: Guns, Carbines, Pistols, Machine

Guns, Machine Pistols, Equipments for Heavy Guns and Mine-Throwers (as far as they

do not constrBctively belong to the weapon) and Accessories.

The RMW obliges itsetf, in accordaace to the roeans of availability and demands of the

firrn, from 4/111924 for at least 10 years to 3/3111934 to order interminable:
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2

The number of objects allowed by the Allied States under 7011/A from

10.11.1921.

The Hand Weapons, Machine Guns, Machine Pistols and Aiming Mechanism

Dwices and Replacement Parts. The RWM is at liberty of doing the following:

In case there are too few parts for manufacfuring, those needed parts will be

manufachyed by the Arrty's- and the Marine's Weap+ns Armories and Weapons

Work Shops.

The not in 2) mentioned Army Enterprises exectrting remodeling and

imprwements of the devices.

The RWM reseryes the right, that normal mashine parts, like screws, nuts, bolts a.s.o. can

be manufaetured in their own workshops or being prlrchased commercially.

Also such parts, like Leather, Textiles, Replaceurent Parts made of Woo4 etc', are rot
included in the contract.
The Firm commits itself for the same time and not terminal to use their enterprise, as far

as it is ready, for the mauufacturing of Army Orders. The ordered amou*t of pieces must

be manuta,itued and delivered everytime to prices and delivery terms egreed on- The

respective delivery will be subject of a special contra$t'

After the 10 years the conffact automatically is prolonged everytime for one more yeat, if
there are no other arrangemerts being made I year ahead,of time.

EaragraPh 2

The factoryequip,ments rceded are not available inthis Firm. The Firm explains, that

they believ", oot to be capable to do the manufacturing and is not willing to take a risk by

*t ing on these productions. Therefore the Firm only agrees to the contract depending on

being'granted a non-interest financial help foras much as much as the first installation

"ost* 
ffre nWM consents to, depending on the prcvisions of the Law Corparations The

purpose of this financial help is to make sure; the production can handle number I

mentioned capcrty.
If there should be doubts arising in using this financial help, that means doubts which cafl

not be cleared through the existing contract, then it shall be agfeed oq that the Firm can

not gair unjustified,-from the financial help. Other than this, tlre Regulations and Layouts

of this contracf can not leadto a cheap harshness against the Firm.

2

Parperaph 3

The Firm obliges, to use this amount of money exclusively to supply the new equipment-

The money rp*"Ai"g needs to be recorded in such a way, that the RMW can examine

thoroughly *tt *t u problem. These new equipments are subject to approvals by the

tnter Attie{ Militffry-Contro1*Commission. In order to control those expeoses, the Firm
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ParagfaPh 4

The Firm obliges to charge fair prices for the ordered weapns. ffthe market is stron8'

good price* *fit be agreet on inthe contract. If there is a fluctuating market, or there are

rlems needing a longer production time (of course in this case the Firm cannot come up

with a fixed price), then "sliding prioes". '. ...

allows the representative of the RWM to examiae the equrpments and their eatire

Accounting Systeq including receipts for the purchases"

Pase 99

a)

Pryaeraph..5

The amount needed for the fust InstallatiorL acsordingly to aManufacturing- and

Installation plarg was estirnated for 8.5 million Goldmark. The RMW obliges itself,

subject to the av*ilability of the funds by the Legislative Corporate Entities, if neeessary

to support the Finn untii to the payment" If it can be proven, that additional requirements

ur" **d*d, subsequent pay*.rrt Som the Legislative Corporate Entities will be applied

for. Ths puyor"nt ofttr" nnan"ial help will bs $ver as an advance and in installmerts,

paraltel to the approval for the respectiv* p*rtial projects'

To make it possible for the Firm to start the new setup immediately and to support

strongly, spbcified partial payments are already *ad: available.

The iinprovement of tft" set up must start immediately and must be completed as quickly

u, porribl*. That means as faras no delays, due to objections by the IMKK or other not

represented circumstances by the Firtr, occur.

Paragraph 6

The contributions shall be used for:

the provision or self-manufacfuring of special lrocgssrng Machines. These are

Tool Machines that are especially constructed for the manufacturing of parts

layed out in the contract. furttt*ifor Tools, Fixtures, Gauges, Measuring Devices,

StanAty Equipments, which are constructed forthe manufacturing of the

designated lppar*us. Also for General Expnditureto stglt the Weapon

Uariufacturinf. A*ong those are transpositions and installations of machines and

the setup ofhiachine Foundations, asfar as they are recessary to the \Ai*uqol_

Manufacturing. Among those are extr sfi$es, which are csce$sary and justified by

the RWM or on order bY the IMKK-

the provisions of General Machines, Tuttines and Transmissions as well as

Eleitrical Machines and their setups. Also other necessary Machine setups for the

manufacturing of specific Weapons. That means, as faras those machines are not

at hand and aithe iime of the estimate by the RMW are acknowledged as

7
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necessary for the Weapon Manufacturing. The proof for the necessity is valid,
when the bulk of the supplies of machines and setups remains within the from
both sides agreed on arrangements, which will be added to that contract.

c) expensss, caused by constructional Expansions and constructional Restorations.
Regardirg the necessity of constructional expansions, extensions and
constructional restorations the RWM decides.

d) the Replacement of Buildings, in case the Firm is forced to build. That means, if
there is no more space for the manufbcturing of the Firm's other products,
because the buildings and premises are used fiorthe weapons production.

Paraffiphs 7- 8" 9 10

No data

Paragraph 11

The RMW, will make it a point, to distribute the orders in a way, that there will be a most
possible, eveR, occupation for the employees. The RWM carries full Responsibility for
all the Damages resulting from the Weapons Production forthe Armed Forces, unless a
third party is responsible. For example, rebellion, plunder, results of political and
subversive measurements, interference of foreign pow$rs. But not fire, usual theft, water
and lightning. Since the manufactured products for the Army created a big Risk for the
Warehousing and Transportatioq it is agreed oq that the RWM carries the daager from
the point of time of the technical acceptance... ...
The Obligation to give an Insight into this enterprise and to supply Information abo*t it,
also in regards to the examination and acceptance, there are Limitations to the right of
entering the work rooms of the Army's Device Manufacturing and the information about
questions. Questions that concemthe continuation of&e marufacturing and its securiff,
regardingthe prescribed quality. With other words, no rnanufacturing secrets can leak.

Paraereph 12

No data

Page 100

Paragraph 13

In case the Firm, by it's own fault and inspite cf an appropriate extension oftime,
repeatingly does not deliver as agreed, the following will take place. Unless the damage
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resulting from it (it would bring the readiness of the Armed Forces in question), is not

taken care by the Firm in an appropriate time, the RWM has the right to cancel the

contract.

ParaSraph 14

No data

Paragraph 16,17- 18

No data

512511925

Let's go on with the Simson Co., There are oo existing Documents or Governmental

Archiies aboat the pistol manufacturing. From the serial nurnbers and external marks

American Special iqllectors have diaguosed three basic variants of the Simson 08-

Pistols with the year engraYed on the shell:

These are the p.t 
"o 

oomber*, 1925,1926,L927 and 1928. The serial numbers

evidently staGO with "1" and went to'o700" or "800"' The trademark Simson &
Co. Suhi is usually imprinted onthe front piece of the toggle joint.

Pistols without the year imprinted:
Their serial numbeis overlap seemingly with the dated ones, beginning at

approximately "100" and cinbe proven till approximately "1"/00" ' The trademark

Simson & Co. Suhl, is on the fror$ piece ofthe toggle joint'

Para8raPh 15

The RWM has the right, to recruit Weapons Master-Apprentices for a longer period of
time. The temrs and the hiring and occupation of that personel are subject to special

agreements.

pistols without the year imprinted and srithout a clear text trade mark:

The sign'oS" replaces this marlq like it is engraved iathe Firm's trade mark Low

serial numbers are overlapping with the first two variants, ending at

approximatelY "1900".

The approximately guessed total of all by Simson manufrcturedPistols 08 is about

12,00b'within 10 years, that is in accordance to amonthly production at Mauser-

9
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Receivers rvere the Reich's Defense with a few samples and the Prussian Police.

Qommerci,rl de.liveries are nolf koown and would haye been-illegai..

In addition to the new production, the flrm worked on refurbishing and repairing the
pistols 08, remairing from the war-production 4/1911918, forthe Government. To judge
by evidence, weapofi parts of the old inventory (Gwf. ErfrIrt) were used forthe newly
manufacture{ respectively the new mounted pieces.

Pase 101

Already in 1927 a hate campaign against the Jewish owners of this company, was started
by the Nazi-Press. The acquisitions of unjustified enrichmeqt, unfair competition and
fraud were partially absur4 partially there was a corn of truth, nhat was welcomed by the
believing readers. It was argumented, that aCarbirc 98b from Simson, was with
RM 200.00 over three times more expensive than a Rifle 98 at the Emperor's time
EM 52.00 - 65.00 ). This was seen as fraud regarding the taxpayers. Fraud on the
readers was the silsnce about the truth, that25A guns daily could be produced to more
favorable prices, than a few for the small dernand for the Reich' Defense. Further the
Reich's Defense subventioned a Pro-Forma-Productiorg so that the Defense Industry and
their workers could survive till the point of an unregimented armament. On Hitler's order
in 1933 the Reich's Audit Office had to audit the distributions of the Reich's Defense
Department and the price structures of the Simson & Ca., as well as other licensed
enterprises Among those were "clean Arien", like Krupp, Rheinmetall, BMW Eiserach,
GELAP (Siemens & Halske), Polte, WASAG and others. This action was a fall into the
water. The Audit Office could find out, that all firms made more money on the
Armament Orders than on deliveries to the civilian market. Wtth 17.7o/o profit, Simson &
Co. still was on the low side- Krupp also showed 17,7t/a,BMW between 10,7 and26$la
and GELAP with their head phones 66,6ak.

But that helped the Simsons little. By the end of 1933/34 their enterprise was forced into
a Limited Parhnership (Synchronizatiotr)- In spite of owning the majority, they had
nothing more to say. The new nams was "Berlin Suhler \Heapon- and Automobile
Factories Simson &,Co. (BSW).

The Party comrade, Dr. Herbert Hoffman, Berlin "From the Reich's Rank of the German
Industry" received the positiol of trustee. The managemert in Suhl was taken overby
DirectorKarl Beckurts from Mersburg. It was the most difficult task f,orthem, to handle
all the legal matters of the General Punishment, Civil- andManagement Rights, they
were forced to use. (Like a participant on the side of the Nazi stated in 1944).In spite of
all this the NSDAP District Leader of Thuringia,Fitz Sauckel, and his mind mates
succeeded in 1935/36 to disown the company owners de facto. (Arrangement" of
November 23d to 28fo, $35) To not being further prosecuted, the Simsons removed
themselves by fleeingto Switzerland and laterto the U.S.A.
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The Army Weapons Office, represented by Colonel i.G. von Flannekeq completely

conformed with the Nazi Pa$y. Without his consent it would not have been pssible, to

dissolve the still valid contract (ending Iv{arch 31't, 1939) and from 1934 on, give orders

for pistols entirely to the Weapons Factory Mauser. (Nobody anymore wasted a thought

on Article 168 of the Versailles ContracQ. The fa*tory's devices (basically coming from

Gwf. Erfurt), that were necsssary for the production of the Pistol 08, went obviously to

the Suhler Waffenfabrik Heirrrich Krieghoff No details are documented.

Some more to the Simson & Co.: h 1936 the enterpnse lvas rnerged with the "Wilhelm

Gustloff Stiftung (Foundation)" which was a NAZI Party Group. The foundatioa was

named aftertheii Country Group Leader,who was murdered in Switzer1andtnl936.
After WlY2 the Russians did not return the company to their rigl*tful owrers, living in the

USA. They confiscated it as aNAZI Property. As "Soviet Joint Stock Company AWO"

the company was allowed,to &lrfher produce armament products. Once turned over to the

"DDR" (Deutsche Demokmtische Republik), the compary ended as 
o'Volkseigener

Betrieb" (Publicly owned enterprise) underthe roof of the *Ernst-Thtilmaun-Kornbitrats"

(Combined Collectives). It was named after the in 194 S-murdered KPD-Chailman.

How history can repeat itselfl !
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Pictures

Pase 87

RC-SeaI obove the inspection"s stanrp fu *rc position "3" o?istol hardness" Evidently, the

in chaigc Acceptance bffi*ial, discovered a flaw inthe hardness of the weapon, that he

reportedtohis3uperior. Since theflawdidnotinfluence thecapcity ofthepistol,the
Oificial was allowed to pass the piece. He engraved his stamp on the piece. When this

action was campleted, the "Revision Commission" seal was applied.

(Pistole 08, Erfurt l9l7,Nt. 4727 li.)

Paee 96

Company stgn on an undated Simson48, number 8173

Acceptance Stamp'oAdler16".

Reich's Defense Acceptance Seal and fire eagle on the Simson-08, number 8173

(without the year). Triple Acceptance stampr (here two times "Adlerl6" and one

time "Adlerl33"), as it was demanded in regulations during the "Emporer's

Times" (Kaiserzeiten).

Mcle 168

The production of weapons, ammutrition and defense devices of all kinds can only

be done in workshops in factories, that have been approved by the Allies- and

Associated Governments- These Governments reserved the right, to limit the

numbers of workshops and factories.
Within 3 months after this present contract cCImes into effect, all other facilities,

that serve the manufacturing and storage of weapons and ammunition and war

devices of all kinds, or the manufacturing of special designs, will be closed. That

includes the"Zeughiius€r", but the ones, that will be needed for the storage of
authorized ammunition. At the same time, all personet of the "Zeugh?iuser" will
be dismissed.

Ficture Article 168

Article 168 of the Peace Treaty of Versailles 1919 formulated the restriction for
the German Armament Industry. The Expression'Zeughiiuser" comes &om the

French langUage o'Arsenaux" andthe English langUage "Arsenals"' This was in
reference to the Royal Gun-, Powder- and Ammunition Factories.
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Pase 97

1

2

The Simson trademark number 226 988, requested on 11-29-1917, approved on
10-23-1918, vrith the typical Sknson "S"

With the Simson & Co. vehicle production, the Simson & Co. created after WWI
another standing legacy. Here, the "simson-Supra" from 7927 . A car for the

upper middle class. It also was sold to the Reich's Deferse Deparhnent the
Reich's Marine, Bavarian and Saxonian Formations and to offices of the

Protection Police.

The Prussiffi State's Gazette
Proclamation of article 168 regarding the Simson & Co.
Extraction of the Reich's and Frussians States Gazelte July 15ft, tgzl.Iris about
the companies, that were granted the manufacturing of Infantry Weapons and

Ammunition. In order to make it easier for IMKK to oversee, the permission was
given only for an exactly defined place of production. There was no mentioning
of scrapparts. That helped the BKIW Company, to start a scrap parts business.

Factory grounds of the Simson & Co- around 1930.

(Foto: Archive Axel Pantermli&l, Desau)

Suhl
From the Germm Reich's Address Book for Industry, Tmde, Commerce and

Agriculture, 30st Edition, Bedin 1 932.
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